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LANGUAGE SELF-STUDY TEXTS. Collins Italian with
Paul Noble combines an exciting, new non-traditional
approach to language learning with the easy, relaxed
appeal of an audio-only product. No books. No rote
memorisation. No chance of failure. With Paul Noble,
everyone really can speak a language. Listen to over 13
hours of audio on 12 CDs, then use the accompanying
booklet as a reference and revision tool. A nativespeaking Italian expert helps Paul to deliver the course
and to perfect your pronunciation. There is also a free
introductory DVD to give you an insight into how the Paul
Noble method works. No complicated grammatical
explanations, no rote memorisation, no writing -- no
stress. Learn over 6,000 words in no time at all and -most importantly -- learn how to make your new
vocabulary work for you.
'Ultimate French Beginner-Intermediate' includes - 40
lessons in a comprehensive 416-page textbook - Each
lesson contains a lively and authentic dialogue,
vocabulary, grammar and usage, step-by-step character
writing, cultural highlights, and plenty of practice; 8 hours
of recordings with an ingenious two-step approach Learn at home and Learn on the go.
Master grammar with the bestselling workbook for
learners of French Practice Makes Perfect: Complete
French Grammar is the go-to guide for clear, precise
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explanations of all aspects of French grammar: from the
present tense of regular verbs to direct object pronouns,
from the differences between savoir and connaître to the
use of pronouns y and en. This comprehensive guide will
also give you plenty of practice in using your language
skills. And this new edition is accompanied by flashcards
and audio recordings, available online and via app, that
will provide a new dimension and flexibility to your study.
THIS BOOK MAKES MASTERING GRAMMAR EASY
WITH: • Clear, down-to-earth, easy-to-follow
explanations that make even the most complex
principles easy to understand • More than 350
exercises, with a detailed answer key for each progress
checks • Example sentences that illustrate and clarify
each grammatical point • Practical and high-frequency
vocabulary used throughout
Master conversation with this bestselling workbook for
learners of French Practice Makes Perfect: French
Conversation is the go-to guide for expanding your
conversational fluency. Organized into 10 units, it
presents realistic everyday dialogues, followed by helpful
instruction on correct syntax and word usage, as well as
lots of conversation-ready phrases. Each dialogue is also
followed by a variety of exercises that give the
opportunity to put new concepts into action and
encourage you to construct your own personalized
conversations. THIS BOOK WILL HELP YOU TO: ·
Engage in dialogues that illustrate practical
conversations · Expand your vocabulary · Understand
new concepts with numerous realistic examples · Build
new conversation skills through extensive practice THE
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BONUS APP THAT ACCCOMPANIES THIS BOOK
PROVIDES: · STREAMING AUDIO recordings of all 40
dialogues in the book · SPEECH-BY-SPEECH
presentation for clear understanding · AUDIO ANSWER
KEY for 30 dialogue-based exercises · PROGRESS
TRACKER to assess your progress
Our most comprehensive foreign language course, newly
updated.
Benny Lewis, who speaks over ten languages—all selftaught—runs the largest language-learning blog in the
world, Fluent In 3 Months. Lewis is a full-time "language
hacker," someone who devotes all of his time to finding
better, faster, and more efficient ways to learn
languages. Fluent in 3 Months: How Anyone at Any Age
Can Learn to Speak Any Language from Anywhere in
the World is a new blueprint for fast language learning.
Lewis argues that you don't need a great memory or "the
language gene" to learn a language quickly, and
debunks a number of long-held beliefs, such as adults
not being as good of language learners as children.
Complete Swedish is a comprehensive ebook + audio
language course that takes you from beginner to
intermediate level. The new edition of this successful
course has been fully revised and is packed with new
learning features to give you the language, practice and
skills to communicate with confidence. -Maps from A1 to
B2 of the Common European Framework of Reference
(CEFR) for languages -18 learning units plus grammar
reference and word glossary -Discovery Method - figure
out rules and patterns to make the language stick
-Teaches the key skills - reading, writing, listening and
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speaking -Learn to learn - tips and skills on how to be a
better language learner -Culture notes - learn about the
people and places of Sweden -Outcomes-based learning
- focus your studies with clear aims -Authentic listening
activities - everyday conversations give you a flavour of
real spoken Swedish -Test Yourself - see and track your
own progress The free audio for this course is also
available to download to the Teach Yourself Library app,
or to stream on library.teachyourself.com. Rely on Teach
Yourself, trusted by language learners for over 75 years.
Get up and running with French Easy French Step-byStep proves that a solid grounding in grammar basics is
the key to mastering a second language. You are quickly
introduced to grammatical rules and concepts in order of
importance, which you can build on as you progress
through the book. You will also learn more than 300
verbs, chosen by their frequency of use. Numerous
exercises and engaging readings help you quickly build
your speaking and comprehension prowess.

Learn beginner French grammar painlessly with stepby-step lessons that focus on the essentials and help
you build a learning habit. Inside "French Grammar
For Beginners" you'll find: 30 beginner-level French
grammar lessons: This reference and practice book
covers everything you need to know about beginner
French grammar. Straight-to-the point explanations:
No extra fluff and frills, the lessons are
straightforward and focus more on the rules rather
than the exceptions. Short daily lessons designed to
help you create a learning habit: Spend just 30
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minutes every day for 30 days to form an effective
learning habit. Clear and concise grammar
discussions written in a conversational tone: Difficult
grammar concepts are broken down and simplified
with brief yet engaging explanation. An embedded
workbook with 300+ grammar exercises: Challenge
yourself and reinforce your comprehension by doing
the exercises after each lesson. Audio for
pronunciation and listening practice: Improve your
listening and pronunciation skills in French by
listening to the audio narrated by a native French
speaker. If you're tired of your usual boring French
textbook, grab your copy of this book and start
learning French grammar the un-boring way today!
This collection of 30 very short stories is a fun and
painless way to learn high-frequency French
vocabulary and give you a good grasp of French
grammar structures naturally. At only 300 words in
length per story, it is specially created for complete
beginners with little to no previous experience in
learning French. Learn New Vocabulary Naturally
Grow your vocabulary naturally with natural
dialogues and frequently used French words and
expressions. After each story, you will find a list of
words used in the story, together with their English
translations. This means you no longer have to
reach for a dictionary each time you encounter
words you don't understand! Easily Grasp French
Grammar Structures The stories are written with a
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good mix of descriptive sentences and simple,
casual dialogue. This way, you'll be able to naturally
pick up French grammar structures as you read the
stories! Improve Your Reading and Listening
Comprehension At only 300 words per story, readers
will be able to quickly grasp the simple yet
interesting plot. The stories also come with free
audio, narrated by a native French speaker, so you
can follow along to both the written and the spoken
story. Perfect for Complete Beginners As a newbie
to learning French, it can be quite difficult to find
appropriate reading materials at your level. But this
collection of stories is created with you in mind. The
themes are about day-to-day interaction and
everyday living - perfect for complete beginners. You
will also find that the words in the stories can easily
be used in everyday conversations, while the
grammar structures are simple and easy to grasp.
Technical Details: 30 short stories at 300 words per
story 60 mins of audio 110 pages Grab your copy
today!
100 French Short Stories For Beginners And
Intermediate Students Learning French can be
challenging, but not with this book. Our aim with this
book will be to supply you with entertaining, helpful
and challenging learning material that will not only
allow you to learn French fast, but also help you to
make the experience more pleasant, as any
language learning book should be. This book has
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been well-written and revised by native French and
English linguists that will allow you to: * Interpret and
understand the French short stories for beginners
with the use of a list of French English vocabulary. *
Follow the longer stories for intermediate students
with English parallel text and slightly more
challenging vocabulary. * You can follow the longer
stories by listening to the audio and thereby enhance
and adapt your pronunciation skills. All the short
stories are unique and hopefully entertaining in
content, new vocabulary is gradually added at a
manageable pace so you wont get overwhelmed.
This French language learning book offers you a
wide range of important information you can use
when you travel to France or study there, and
frankly, this book is not only for French language
learners, but also for anyone interested in French
culture in general. There are many French learning
books for beginners out there, but this book can help
you in many ways; if you would like to become a
reader of the French language this book is for you.
To learn French with stories you should also listen to
quality audio recordings. At the end of this book, you
get access to mp3 audio files which include the
longer stories in the book.
Finding material for your French immersion can be a
nightmare, but not anymore! French students
regularly have to go through the toughest
experiences to find proper reading material that isn't
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too tough for them - as teachers; we know this. This
is why we've created French Short Stories for
Beginners to ensure that young and old students at
the Beginner level can have yet another chance to
immerse themselves into fun and interactive stories
designer for you, the student. Twenty easy-to-read,
entertaining and interesting stories await inside,
along with the best tools to help you practice once
you're done reading each tale. Our book will ensure
you not only can read something that will expand
your knowledge on French but that you will
understand and be able to pick it apart piece by
piece in your quest for learning. How French Short
Stories for Beginners works: Each story is designed
to keep you engaged an interested as well as using
vocabulary that you will actually use. The summaries
follow a synopsis in French and in English of what
you just read, both to review the lesson and for you
to see if you understood what the tale was about. At
the end of those summaries, you'll be provided with
a list of the most relevant vocabulary involved in the
lesson, as well as slang and sayings that you may
not have understood at first glance! Finally, you'll be
provided with a set of tricky questions in French,
providing you with the chance to prove that you
learned something in the story. Don't worry if you
don't know the answer to any - we will provide them
immediately after, but no cheating! Do you think you
can handle it? If the answer is yes, then you're
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definitely on your way to becoming a French
speaker, and we'll certainly make that dream come
true! We recommend this book for French learners at
A2 level and above as it is designed for students
with a basic understanding of French. So look no
further! Pick up your copy of French Short Stories for
Beginners Vol.2 and start learning French right now!
Colloquial French: The Complete Course for
Beginners has been carefully developed by an
experienced teacher to provide a step-by-step
course to French as it is written and spoken today.
Combining a clear, practical and accessible style
with a methodical and thorough treatment of the
language, it equips learners with the essential skills
needed to communicate confidently and effectively in
French in a broad range of situations. No prior
knowledge of the language is required. Colloquial
French is exceptional; each unit presents a wealth of
grammatical points that are reinforced with a wide
range of exercises for regular practice. A full answer
key, a grammar summary, bilingual glossaries and
English translations of dialogues can be found at the
back as well as useful vocabulary lists throughout.
Key features include: A clear, user-friendly format
designed to help learners progressively build up their
speaking, listening, reading and writing skills Jargonfree, succinct and clearly structured explanations of
grammar An extensive range of focused and
dynamic supportive exercises Realistic and
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entertaining dialogues covering a broad variety of
narrative situations Helpful cultural points explaining
the customs and features of life in France. An
overview of the sounds of French Balanced,
comprehensive and rewarding, Colloquial French is
an indispensable resource both for independent
learners and students taking courses in French.
Audio material to accompany the course is available
to download free in MP3 format from
www.routledge.com/cw/colloquials. Recorded by
native speakers, the audio material features the
dialogues and texts from the book and will help
develop your listening and pronunciation skills.
Listen to audio lessons, while you read along! Buy or
sample now! Interactive. Effective. And FUN! Start
speaking French in minutes, and learn key
vocabulary, phrases, and grammar in just minutes
more with Learn French - Level 7: Intermediate: - a
completely new way to learn French with ease!
Learn French - Level 7: Intermediate: will arm you
with French and cultural insight to utterly shock and
amaze your French friends and family, teachers, and
colleagues. What you get in Learn French - Level 7:
Intermediate: - 330+ pages of French learning
material - 25 French lessons: dialog transcripts with
translation, vocabulary, sample sentences and a
grammar section - 25 Audio Lesson Tracks (over 4.5
hours of French lessons) - 25 Audio Review Tracks
(practice new words and phrases) - 25 Audio Dialog
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Tracks (read along while you listen) This book is the
most powerful way to learn French. Guaranteed. You
get the two most powerful components of our
language learning system: the audio lessons and
lesson notes. Why are the audio lessons so
effective? - powerful and to the point - syllable-bysyllable breakdown of each word and phrase so that
you can say every word and phrase instantly - repeat
after the professional teacher to practice proper
pronunciation - cultural insight and insider-only tips
from our teachers in each lesson - fun and relaxed
approach to learning - effortlessly learn from bilingual and bi-cultural hosts as they guide you
through the pitfalls and pleasures of France and
French. Why are the lesson notes so effective? improve listening comprehension and reading
comprehension by reading the dialog transcript while
listening to the conversation - grasp the exact
meaning of phrases and expressions with natural
translations - expand your word and phrase usage
with the expansion section - master and learn to use
French grammar with the grammar section Discover
or rediscover how fun learning a language can be
with the future of language learning, and start
speaking French instantly!
Learn the French grammar with this easy French
textbook full of examples and exercises! This course
is divided into 7 chapters and includes 200 exercises
and free video lessons for each point. The method is
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simple: start from a simple sentence and add slowly
more elements to it. Then practice after each new
element with one or more exercises.
Improve your reading and listening comprehension
and make learning new vocabulary so much easier
with 7 French short stories. WITH FREE AUDIO
Introducing: a fun and effective method of learning
French When you can't slip away from daily life to
immerse yourself in a French-speaking country,
reading and listening to French stories is the next
best thing. By learning this way you will be able to:
Understand grammar concepts without the
monotonous chore of memorizing rules Grasp new
vocabulary that you can immediately put to use in
everyday conversations, and Practice your listening
skills with the stories narrated by a native French
speaker. Improve your listening skills with the FREE
audio! Familiarize yourself with spoken French. The
over two hours of audio recorded by a French native
speaker will drastically improve your pronunciation
as well.Each story is recorded in 2 different ways: A
slow version to help beginners improve their
pronunciation A normal and natural speed for
intermediate and advanced learners READ: French
Short Stories for Intermediate Level + AUDIO No
more need for a dictionaryEach story is broken down
with a French and English glossary to introduce you
to the words and phrases you might not understand.
This removes any painful back and forth process of
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continually searching for definitions or
translations.Ideal for beginner and intermediate
levelThe stories are written for new French learners,
but a basic understanding of French is
recommended for maximum enjoyment and
effectiveness of the lessons. Perfect for anyone who
wants to brush up on their French.Make the
vocabulary stickWith the vocabulary list recap at the
end of each chapter, you can review what you have
read and listened to and make sure that you don't
forget any of the French words you learned.Learn
essential vocabulary for everyday situationsHow will
this book improve your French language skills? You
will be able to train your ears to listen and
understand spoken French. You will add 700+
French words and expressions into your vocabulary.
You will be able to immediately put to use in
everyday situations the vocabulary and grammar
structures you learned. Ready to improve your
French? Scroll up to the BUY NOW button and get
started right away!
French learning has never been more easy! This
book is specially designed and simplified to cater to
the needs of all learners of French language. You
will be swept off your feet and you'll fall in love with
the French language as a result of the simple and
interesting method used in this book. You'll become
a French pro in no time!
Complete French Beginner to Intermediate
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CourseLearn to read, write, speak and understand a
new languageTeach Yourself
An unmissable collection of eight unconventional
and captivating short stories for young and adult
learners. "I love Olly's work - and you will too!" Barbara Oakley, PhD, Author of New York Times
bestseller A Mind for Numbers Short Stories in
French for Beginners has been written especially for
students from beginner to intermediate level,
designed to give a sense of achievement, and most
importantly - enjoyment! Mapped to A2-B1 on the
Common European Framework of Reference, these
eight captivating stories will both entertain you, and
give you a feeling of progress when reading. What
does this book give you? · Eight stories in a variety
of exciting genres, from science fiction and crime to
history and thriller - making reading fun, while you
learn a wide range of new vocabulary · Controlled
language at your level, including the 1000 most
frequent words, to help you progress confidently ·
Authentic spoken dialogues, to help you learn
conversational expressions and improve your
speaking ability · Pleasure! It's much easier to learn
a new language when you're having fun, and
research shows that if you're enjoying reading in a
foreign language, you won't experience the usual
feelings of frustration - 'It's too hard!' 'I don't
understand!' · Accessible grammar so you learn new
structures naturally, in a stress-free way Carefully
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curated to make learning a new language easy,
these stories include key features that will support
and consolidate your progress, including · A glossary
for bolded words in each text · Full plot summary · A
bilingual word list · Comprehension questions after
each chapter. As a result, you will be able to focus
on enjoying reading, delighting in your improved
range of vocabulary and grasp of the language,
without ever feeling overwhelmed or frustrated. From
science fiction to fantasy, to crime and thrillers, Short
Stories in French for Beginners will make learning
French easy and enjoyable.
Move confidently from beginner to intermediate level
with this complete course that enables you to master
the four key skills: reading, writing, listening and
speaking.Through authentic conversations,
vocabulary building, grammar explanations and
extensive practice and review you will get the
knowledge to use the language how you want to
when you want to - from giving opinions to planning
events.With our interactive Discovery Method, you'll
absorb language rules faster, remember what you
learn easily, and put your French into use with
confidence.COMPLETE FRENCH delivers
noticeable results through:Learn to learn section tips and skills on how to be a better language
learnerOutcomes-based learning - focus your
studies with clear aimsDiscovery Method - figure out
rules and patterns yourself to make the language
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stickTest yourself - see and track your own
progressVocabulary building - thematic lists and
activities to help you learn vocabulary quickly
Updated with a brand-new selection of desserts and
treats, the fully illustrated Sally's Baking Addiction
cookbook offers more than 80 scrumptious recipes
for indulging your sweet tooth—featuring a chapter of
healthier dessert options, including some vegan and
gluten-free recipes. It's no secret that Sally
McKenney loves to bake. Her popular blog, Sally's
Baking Addiction, has become a trusted source for
fellow dessert lovers who are also eager to bake
from scratch. Sally's famous recipes include awardwinning Salted Caramel Dark Chocolate Cookies, NoBake Peanut Butter Banana Pie, delectable Dark
Chocolate Butterscotch Cupcakes, and yummy
Marshmallow Swirl S'mores Fudge. Find tried-andtrue sweet recipes for all kinds of delicious: Breads &
Muffins Breakfasts Brownies & Bars Cakes, Pies &
Crisps Candy & Sweet Snacks Cookies Cupcakes
Healthier Choices With tons of simple, easy-to-follow
recipes, you get all of the sweet with none of the
fuss! Hungry for more? Learn to create even more
irresistible sweets with Sally’s Candy Addiction and
Sally’s Cookie Addiction.
THIS BOOK INCLUDES: Learn French for beginners
Learn French for Intermediate Users Learn French
for Advanced Users French Short Stories for
Beginners French Short Stories Speak French If
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you've had a strong desire to learn French but have
never found that one comprehensive beginnerfriendly guide that can teach you everything you
need to know as regards to the fundamentals of
French- within the shortest time possible, then keep
reading! You Are About To Discover The Best Way
To Learn French And Sharpen Your Skills In The
Language With The Best Set Of Resources In
Existence! Boasting an estimate of 235 million
speakers, 85 million of them being native speakers,
French is the official language in 29 countries and an
important business language in Europe, North Africa,
Canada and many rapidly emerging markets.
Therefore, it makes sense to want to learn it to use it
for both business and personal interactions. So
where do you start? Is there a less irking way to
learn the language? Is it possible to learn the
language in less than two weeks? What if you don't
want to sound like a beginner but still have a good
grasp of the language in no time? If you have these
and other related questions, this 6 in 1 book is for
you so keep reading, as it will teach you everything
you need to know about learning French from
complete basics to the advanced stuff! More
precisely, this 6 in 1 book will teach you: How to
construct proper sentences in French How you
should use articles, adjectives, verbs, adverbs,
nouns, pronouns, conjunctions, tenses, numbers and
other elements of speech the right way in French
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How to put it all together with words and phrases
that you can use in everyday places Awesome
French stories, including practical words and
phrases that are sure to help you handle different
situations like a native The English versions of the
stories A breakdown of common French vocabulary
and grammar used in the different stories to help you
put these words in everyday use, including quizzes
to test your grasp of the language How to create
everyday conversations in French, ask and answer
questions, use French syntax, speak about sports,
music, culture, clothes, foods, drinks and other
topics in French How to master the use of stress and
accents in French and do comparisons proficiently
How to identify and fix your own mistakes as you
continue learning French What you need to learn to
understand French fully, including powerful tips for
success How to master the critical parts of advanced
French grammar and sentences to assist you gain
fluency The rules of grammar and important
concepts you need to know How to use different
words, phrases and grammar rules right while
reading, writing and speaking French How to
navigate in a new country by speaking proper
French ...And MUCH MORE! Detailed as it is, this
book has topics ranging from beginner level to
advanced level, so you can expect to join the
millions around the world in learning one of the most
popular languages and enjoy the endless benefits of
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learning French sooner than you think. Question is...
Is your desire to learn the language strong enough to
get you to do the only thing that separates you from
the knowledge? If it is, Scroll up and click Buy Now
to get started!
Whether you are: - a complete beginner - an
intermediate-level student facing difficulties in your
studies, - an advanced learner beginning to notice
the signs of a plateau in your motivation This study
guide has original, helpful techniques, hacks, and
tips you can use to enrich your vocabulary and get
you on track.
Complete French is a comprehensive book and
audio language course that takes you from beginner
to intermediate level. The new edition of this
successful course has been fully revised and is
packed with new learning features to give you the
language, practice and skills to communicate with
confidence. - Maps from A1 to B2 of the Common
European Framework of Reference (CEFR) for
languages - 25 learning units plus verbs reference
and word glossary and revision section - Discovery
Method - figure out rules and patterns to make the
language stick - Teaches the key skills - reading,
writing, listening and speaking - Learn to learn - tips
and skills on how to be a better language learner Culture notes - learn about the people and places of
France - Outcomes-based learning - focus your
studies with clear aims - Authentic listening activities
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- everyday conversations give you a flavour of real
spoken French - Test Yourself - see and track your
own progress In this pack you'll get a full-colour book
and two CDs of audio material. Get our companion
app. French course: Teach Yourself is full of fun,
interactive activities to support your learning with this
course. Apple and Android versions available. Rely
on Teach Yourself, trusted by language learners for
over 75 years.
Complete French is a comprehensive book and audio
language course that takes you from beginner to intermediate
level. This 416 page book is for use with the accompanying
CDs of audio files (ISBN 9781444177305). The new edition of
this successful course has been fully revised and is packed
with new learning features to give you the language, practice
and skills to communicate with confidence. -Maps from A1 to
B2 of the Common European Framework of Reference
(CEFR) for languages -25 learning units plus verbs reference,
word glossary and revision section -Discovery Method - figure
out rules and patterns to make the language stick -Teaches
the key skills - reading, writing, listening and speaking -Learn
to learn - tips and skills on how to be a better language
learner -Culture notes - learn about the people and places of
France -Outcomes-based learning - focus your studies with
clear aims -Test Yourself - see and track your own progress
Get our companion app. French course: Teach Yourself is full
of fun, interactive activities to support your learning with this
course. Apple and Android versions available. Rely on Teach
Yourself, trusted by language learners for over 75 years.
Publisher's Note: Products purchased from Third Party sellers
are not guaranteed by the publisher for quality, authenticity,
or access to any online entitlements included with the
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product. Build your confidence in communicating through
mastery of French grammar Effective communication in
another language comes from practice, practice, practice.
And this comprehensive guide and workbook covers all of the
aspects of French grammar that you need to master, followed
by numerous exercises that allow you to put your language
skills into use. Focused on the practical aspects of French as
it’s really spoken, each chapter of Practice Makes Perfect:
Complete French Grammar features clear explanations and
numerous realistic examples. Dozens of varied exercises will
build your understanding of the French language, while new
vocabulary is introduced within the exercises and in
convenient Vocabulaire panels. This premium fourth edition is
accompanied by audio recordings and flashcards, available
online and via app, that will provide a new dimension and
flexibility to your study. Practice Makes Perfect: Complete
French Grammar provides: • Clear explanations that make
even the most complex principles easy to understand • More
than 350 varied exercises with detailed answer key •
Example sentences that illustrate and clarify each
grammatical point • Practical, high-frequency vocabulary
throughout • Streaming audio of the answers to more than
200 exercises, via app and online • NEW to this edition:
native-speaker recordings of hundreds of model sentences
and key verb conjugations
Do you want to communicate easily and freely in French? By
studying and practising French grammar you'll understand
how the language really works and be able to speak French
with clarity and ease. This French workbook offers a range of
clear and effective learning features. Maps from A1 to B2 of
the Common European Framework of Reference (CEFR) for
languages 200 activities across a range of grammar and
vocabulary points Unique visual verb tenses timeline and
infographics for extra context Personal tutor hints and tips Page 21/29
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help you to understand language rules and culture points
Learn to learn section offers tips and advice on how to be a
good language learner 25 short learning units each contain:
communication goals to guide your studies grammar
explanations with embedded exercises vocabulary
presentations and activities reading sections to consolidate
your learning
Learn and master intermediate-level French grammar
painlessly with straightforward step-by-step lessons and a
built-in grammar workbook. Inside French Grammar for
Intermediate level you'll find: 30 intermediate-level French
grammar lessons: This reference and practice book covers
everything you need to know about intermediate French
grammar. Short daily lessons designed to help you create a
learning habit: Spend just 30 minutes every day for 30 days
to form an effective learning habit. Clear and concise
grammar discussions with straight-to-the-point explanations:
Complicated grammar concepts are broken down and
explained in a simple, easy-to-follow writing style. An
embedded workbook with 300+ grammar exercises:
Challenge yourself and assess your comprehension by taking
the exercises after each lesson. Audio for pronunciation and
listening practice: Improve your listening and pronunciation
skills in French by listening to the audio narrated by a native
French speaker. If you're tired of your usual boring French
textbook, grab your copy of this book and start learning
French grammar the un-boring way today!
Unabridged.
This guide is all beginner and intermediate speakers need to
go beyond bonjour and au revoir. This oversized workbook
has more than 200 written and audio exercises for a complete
learning experience. Features expert guidance on: Proper
French grammar and usage Vocabulary building Help with
pronunciation Comprehension and conversation skills Clear
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and effective writing This book is the ultimate resource for you
to improve your French. In no time, you'll be speaking like a
true Parisien!
Your comprehensive guide to speaking, reading, and writing
in French French is a beautiful language but can be quite
difficult to learn. Whether you need to learn the language for
a French class, or for business or leisure travel, French for
Dummies All-In-One makes it easier. With nearly 800 pages,
French All-in-One For Dummies is for those readers looking
for a comprehensive guide to help them immerse themselves
in the French language. Culls vital information from several
Dummies titles, offering you a comprehensive, allencompassing guide to speaking and using French Includes
French Canadian content and enhanced practiced
opportunities Its accompanying audio CD provides you with
en effective tool to start speaking French right away Both new
students of French and experienced speakers can benefit
from the wealth of information that has been included in
French All-in-One For Dummies. CD-ROM/DVD and other
supplementary materials are not included as part of the ebook file, but are available for download after purchase.
Do you want to learn French the fast, fun and easy way? And
do you want to master daily conversations and speak like a
native? Then this is the book for you. Learn French: MustKnow French Slang Words & Phrases by FrenchPod101 is
designed for Beginner-level learners. You learn the top 100
must-know slang words and phrases that are used in
everyday speech. All were hand-picked by our team of
French teachers and experts. Here’s how the lessons work: •
Every Lesson is Based on a Theme • You Learn Slang
Words or Phrases Related to That Theme • Check the
Translation & Explanation on How to Use Each One And by
the end, you will have mastered 100+ French Slang Words &
phrases!
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This practical grammar book is the result of 16 years
of teaching online to adults and young students
located all over the world. I believe that French
grammar should not been a stumbling block to
learning the language and should not discourage
learners of French to embrace the beautiful journey
of becoming fluent. Hence, I felt that it was important
to explain the grammar rules in English and in the
simplest way possible without including too much
grammar jargon, so that a beginner could grasp the
essential elements of grammar to build sentences.
Every grammar point is followed with exercises to
practice what has been taught. Whenever possible,
the answers are included in the back of the book
(some answers are open ended questions and
therefore have no right or wrong answers). This
grammar book is aimed to teach A1 levels (total
beginners) to the B1 level (intermediate level).
Perfect for self-study, but also ideal for
supplementary grammar activities in the classroom.
Step by step with a teacher or on their own, French
learners can learn to construct their sentences and
gain plenty of practice.
The most comprehensive way to learn French – with
seven bestselling books in one! Drawn from seven
workbooks from the bestselling Practice Makes
Perfect series, this powerhouse volume features all
the knowledge and practice you need to master
French. With Practice Makes Perfect: Complete
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French All-in-One, you will build your French
vocabulary, straighten out your sentences, overcome
your fear of verb tenses, master the intricacies of
grammar, and much more. This value-packed
workbook covers all the facets of French and offers
thorough explanations that are reinforced by
hundreds of hands-on practice exercises. You will, or
course, get plenty of practice, practice, practice
using all your new French skills. Whether you are
learning on your own or taking a beginning French
class, Practice Makes Perfect: Complete French Allin-One will help you master French in no time at all.
Annie Heminway, editor, teaches grammar, creative
writing, translation, African cinema, and classic and
Francophone literature at the SCPS of New York
University. She is also a translator and an editor for
Francophone publishers. In 2006 she was awarded
the Chevalier de L’Ordre des Palmes Académiques
by the French government in recognition of her work
in promoting the study of French. THE BONUS APP
THAT ACCOMPANIES THIS BOOK PROVIDES: ?
FLASHCARDS to aid memorization of all vocabulary
items? STREAMING AUDIO for hundreds of
exercise answers to model your pronunciation?
PROGRESS TRACKER to assess your progress
Practice Makes Perfect: Complete French All-in-One
helps you: ? Learn French vocabulary? Get a solid
grasp on grammar? Determine when to use different
verb tenses? Master spelling and punctuate rules?
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Converse confidently in your new language? Build
correct sentence structures
Build your confidence in your French skills with
practice, practice, practice! From present tense
regular verbs to double object pronouns, this
comprehensive guide and workbook covers all those
aspects of French grammar that you might find a
little intimidating or hard to remember. Practice
Makes Perfect: Complete French Grammar focuses
on the practical aspects of French as it's really
spoken, so you are not bogged down by
unnecessary technicalities. Each unit features crystalclear explanations, numerous realistic examples,
and dozens of engaging exercises in a variety of
formats--including multiple choice, fill-in sentences
and passages, sentence rewrites, and creative
writing--perfect for whatever your learning style.
Whenever possible, explanations include
comparisons you to understand the basic logic
behind the rules and to remember correct usage.
This new edition includes: Time-saving vocabulary
panels that eliminate having to look words up Advice
on how to avoid common mistakes A detailed
answer key for quick, easy progress checks Offering
a winning formula for getting a handle on French
grammar right away, Practice Makes Perfect:
Complete French Grammar your ultimate resource
for learning to speak French the way the native
speakers do.
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If you are an absolute beginner or simply looking for
a solid foundation to your language studies for
school, work or travel, this engaging course will help
get you on your way to speaking, writing, reading
and understanding French in no time. Through an
engaging story line, clear language presentations,
and extensive practice and review, you will pick up
the French you need to communicate naturally in
everyday situations - from shopping and travelling to
food and daily life. Engaging with our interactive
Discovery Method, you'll absorb language rules
faster, remember what you learn easily, and put your
French into use with confidence. Get Started in
Beginner's French has a learner-centered approach
that incorporates the following features: - Outcomesbased approach - focus your learning with clear
goals - Discovery method - figure out rules and
patterns for yourself to aid in understanding and
language recall - 10 easy-to navigate units + review
units - be in control of your learning. - Self-check and
Test Yourself - see and assess your own progress Personalization - use the language in real situations
Planning a trip to a French-speaking country?
Starting a business with a French connection?
Looking to ace your next French test? Intermediate
French For Dummies is the book for you. It offers all
the help you need to improve your writing skills and
become a better French speaker, listener, and
reader, as well. This friendly, hands-on workbook
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gives you practical examples and useful exercises
so you can practice how native speakers use the
language. From vocabulary and numbers to juggling
tenses, you’ll get a clear understanding of the
nuances of French style and usage that will have
you writing better in no time. Plus, you’ll find multiple
charts that provide the conjugations for all types of
French verbs. Discover how to: Use fundamental
French grammar — from nouns, adjectives, and
adverbs to pronouns, prepositions, and conjunctions
Select and conjugate the correct French verbs
Understand the importance of grammatical gender in
French Ask and respond to questions Use a bilingual
dictionary correctly Get a handle on French
negatives Know whether to use the infinitive or the
present participle Add descriptive flair to your writing
Sort out pronominal verbs Avoid the most common
French writing mistakes Complete with plenty of
room to practice you skills with exercises right in the
workbook Intermediate French For Dummies helps
you get your French writing up to speed toute suite!
Modern Mandarin Chinese Grammar Workbook is a
book of exercises and language tasks for all learners
of Mandarin Chinese. Divided into two sections, the
Workbook initially provides exercises based on
essential grammatical structures, and moves on to
practice everyday functions such as making
introductions, apologizing and expressing needs.
With an extensive answer key at the back to enable
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students to check on their progress, main features
include: exercises at various levels of challenge for a
broad range of learners cross-referencing to the
related Modern Mandarin Chinese Grammar a
comprehensive index to exercises alphabetically
arranged in terms of structures, functions, and key
Chinese structure vocabulary. This second edition
also offers a revised and expanded selection of
exercises including new task-based exercises.
Modern Mandarin Chinese Grammar Workbook is
ideal for all learners of Mandarin Chinese, from
beginner to intermediate and advanced students. It
can be used both independently and alongside the
Modern Mandarin Chinese Grammar
(978-0-415-82714-0), which is also published by
Routledge.
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